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QUESTION 1

Currently, all training offered by a company is delivered through classroom-based courses. The companyrecognizes that
there is a need to offer a broader method of instruction. Such a change will enable company to return its market share
and grow its customer base. 

The proposed solution, driven by the IT department, will offer courses delivered over the web and `on demand.\\'\\' this
will include supported videos, games and quizzes. All courses will be accredited by examination bodies and sample
exams will also be offered online. Student will be able to make online notes as needed and back these up. 10 guard
against accident loss. 

The following have been identified on `to-be process models: 

a) Watch Video b) Create quiz c) Accredit course. d) Undertake sample examination. e) Backup 

Which of these would be considered as functional requirements relating to student use of the proposed IT system? 

A. b, c and e. 

B. a and d. 

C. a, c and d. 

D. b and e. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 2

No Exit Suppliers has decided to implement a Commercial Off the Shelf (COTS) inventory management solution to
improve its stock (Inventory) control Before the solution is implemented, all current stock levels and stock locations will
be migrated into a related database to ensure that the solution starts with accurate information. Once the system is
implemented, all stock movements will be tracked via barcode scanningtechnology. 

To ensure that the proposed solution is acceptable, which exceptional condition MUST be proved? 

A. Stock levels cannot fall below the minimum stock reorder level. 

B. Inaccuracies in the migrated stock level can be corrected. 

C. Stock level is reduced when orders are dispatched. 

D. Changes in stock level can be monitored on a daily basis. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

An exam provider employs a number of professionals as authors authors to write exam question for industry-recognised
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qualifications. An author who has written an exam question submits it for review to a subject matter expert (SME), who
either confirms it is acceptable and passes it to the examiner for final review and sign-off, or responds to the author with
commands regarding the revision required. 

A business analyst constructed a business process model of the review process: 

The following statements are about the business process model: 

A-The diagram is a CORRECT representation of the scenario. 

B-There are aspects of the scenario which are INCORRECT represented in the diagram. 

C-There are aspects of the scenario which are INCORRECTLY omitted from the diagram. 

D-The notation used in the diagram is INCORRECT. 

Which of these statements is/are TRUE? 

A. a only 

B. d only 

C. b and d. 

D. b and c. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 4

When ordering goods from an online shop, a customer is given a choice of delivery methods. If the customer lives within
certain qualifying locations, they can select same day delivery for an extra cost. 

Request of location the customer can choose to have their order delivered to their home for a change of £2 select a
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weekend delivery to their home for £6, or choose to have their order delivered to a local store to collect, which is free. 

Purchase of large products are dealt with by a separate delivery service, so customer are contacted once their order
has been placed to arrange special delivery. What are the input for the task select delivery type? 

A. The customer\\'s preferred delivery day and the customer\\'s location 

B. The customer\\'s location and the customer\\'s preferred delivery day 

C. The products the customer has bought and the location of the local store 

D. The products the customer has bought and the customer\\'s location 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 5

This is a three-task extract from a model of a `Fulfil Order\\' process: 

The steps in the Assemble Order\\' task are listed below, in the wrong order: 

a-Get correct quality of item(S) b-Select suitable packing materials c-For each item on pick list d-Take items to packing
table e-Go to bin location f-Print picklist What is the CORRECT order of steps in the Assemble order\\' task? 

A. f,c,e,a,d,b 

B. c,a,f,e,b,d 

C. b,f,e,a,d,c 

D. f, e, a, c, b, d 

Correct Answer: A 
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